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Dear Stockholder,

I ask for your support in voting to defeat Proposal 2 in this year's Intel proxy statement. The United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America Pension Fund and others have broadly submitted this proposal to many companies. The proposal requests that Intel's Board of Directors
adopt an accounting treatment known as "expensing" for employee stock options. We believe this is a deeply flawed method of accounting that
will diminish the accuracy and clarity of our financial reporting and could cause real economic harm to Intel, our stockholders, and our
economy.

This is a serious issue that should not be made trivial. Intel's record should be judged on its own merit and not be buried in a blanket referendum
on corporate America. I believe that your management has done well for stockholders when measured by our productivity, the quality of our
work force, and the strength of our corporate governance. Let's not punish Intel and its stockholders for the sins of other companies.

The full proposal and our response are in the Proxy Statement, and there is additional disclosure in the Annual Report and 10-K. These can be
accessed online at www.intel.com/intel/finance/proxy03 and www.intel.com/intel/annua102. Our Investor Relations department is available to
answer questions at 408-765-4994.

Your vote is important. I urge you to read Proposal 2 in the proxy statement, and our Board's statement opposing the proposal, and then to vote
"AGAINST" the proposal.

Sincerely yours,

Andrew S. Grove
Chairman of the Board
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